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(1)  The project
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Where did it start?

• Working with joint crisis plans; earlier attempts on implementation and legal 
requirements

• Proven benefits; preventing/reducing escalations and coercive measures 

• Improvement and implementation plan of the post-hbo course HIC Psychiatry

• Cooperation of Altrecht & Hogeschool Utrecht and granted by ZonMw
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Who were involved?

Project leader:
● Suzanne Verschueren Lecturer University of Applied Science

Project members:
● Roland v/d Sande Associate Lecturer / Researcher Parnassia GGZ (currently retired)

● Marlies v/d Pas Senior nurse HIC Altrecht 
● Robert Eijpe Senior nurse HIC Altrecht/ trainer de-escalation 
● Eric Zuidhoek Manager HIC, Altrecht

Steering committee:
● Karin Hamers Program manager post educational research
● Harry Kwast Sector Manager Acute Psychiatry, Altrecht

And with the help of:
● ZonMw, Jeroen de Roos (peer-worker), patient council, family council, GGZ Ecademy, HIC Altrecht 
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Aim of the project

The aim of the project is to make products available to all who are interested in using 
clinical joint crisis plans. With these products all wards should be able to start the 
implementation of CJCP’s and use the 7 step method.

● (1) Intervention bundle
● 6 standard CJCP’s
● Format for personalized CJCP

● (2) Implementation bundle
● Working method
● Tips and advices
● Overview of themes

● (3) Training materials

● (4) Literature study



(2) Joint Crisis Plans
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Definition of joint crisis plans

A joint crisis plan is a written document that patients and professionals can draw up 
together, describing the possible phases of decompensation and what interventions
patient and professionals can apply to prevent decompensation.
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Legal framework

There are international differences in the legal framework regarding
clinical joint crisis plans
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Intented goals of the JCP

• Better fit with the patient

• Less coercive measures

• Reducing conflicts and improving the therapeutic relationship

• More control, autonomy and participation for the patient
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Literature study by Suzanne Verschueren:

Scientific basis for joint crisis plans
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Lots of variation in scientific literature

Differences in:

• Research population

• Study design

• The creation of the joint crisis plans

• Implementation of the joint crisis plans
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Unclear if Joint Crisis Plan are effective in reducing compulsory
treatment, compared to no use of Joint Crisis Plans
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According to this SR, crisis plans
might influence compulsory
admissions

Hopeful evidence on working 

with joint crisis plans 
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A literature study of joint crisis plans shows that:

• Evidence of joint crisis plans is contradictory

• Might be effective in reducing compulsory admissions or a less grim admission
compared to no joint crisis plans according to a SR

• After drawing up a joint crisis plan patients and health care workers report 
more  “therapeutic engagement”
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So where is the challenge?

Literature study shows;
• 48% does not follow the procedure or does not follow it properly
• On avarage, there are  5 reminders necessary for the completion of a joint 

crisis plan

Why?
• Health care workers consider it a challenge
• Afraid that questioning signals of a crisis can contribute to escalation
• Requires other skills, attention and time spent from the health care worker

than the daily work in clinical practice
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Chances        vs Threats

• Early signaling form different 
perspectives to prevent
escalation

• Personalized actions on 
impending escalations

• Actively involving loved ones

• Be able to dynamically adjust
what did and did not work

• A lot of conceptual confusion about
crisis/ joint crisis plans

• Some patients find it very confronting to 
draw up these kind of plans

• Obligatory draw up plans without updates 

• Changing willingness to cooperate by
patients and/or loved ones

• Lack of competence of health care 
workers
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Conclusion

Both patients and health care workers see the benefits of a 
joint crisis plan but both have difficulties committing
to the joint crisis plan
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method
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The product; Clinical Joint Crisis Plans (CJCP’s)

• Standard CJCP’s and a personalized CJCP

• Signals, interventions for the patient and “others”

• Space for the crisismonitor, medication and compulsory care

• Phases are synchronized with the crisis development model

• The KSP7s method for use in practice
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The use of the themes

6 themes were drawn up:
R: rest and activity, N: nutrition and self-care, I: interactions with others,
T: thinking and feeling, A: anger, D: drugs and alcohol, C: care

• The themes provide structure
• The themes can be used in a meeting with the patient for drawing up a personalized CJCP; it may be helpful to

check the applicability of each theme, what signals can be thought of and what appropriate interventions may
be used

• Use the overview of themes for the personalized CJCP’s, especially if a standard CJCP does not tailore the
complex problems enough
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7 step method

Aim:
The aim of the 7 step method is to develop a standard Clinical Joint Crisis Plan (CJCP) into a 
personalized CJCP. In the first days of admission a standard CJCP is used to recognize and reverse 
signals of crisis. The standard CJCP can also be used as a conversation tool during the first five 
days; the relevant components can then be selected or supplemented by the patient.

After the first five days of admission there is a clearer picture of the patient and what interventions 
can be effective and relevant. This information, next to the input of the patient him- or herself, 
outpatient health care workers and loved ones, are included in the personalized CJCP.
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Step 1

Working method:
1. Check the aim of admission, see which signals of crisis are at the forefront and choose 

a standard CJCP;

At admission choose (in consultation with the admitting doctor) the standard CJCP that fits the aim of admission 
best. If a personalized CJCP is already available step 1 through 4 can be skipped. 

The following six standard CJCP’s are available:
• Aggression
• Anxiety 
• Disinhibition
• Sadness
• Suicidality
• Delusions & hallucinations
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Step 2 through 4

2. Identify which interventions from the standard CJCP match the signals of crisis and 
select these;

3. Describe recovery-supporting and de-escalating interventions that may be successful 
by using recovery-oriented language (by peer workers); 

4. Pay attention to perspectives of loved ones and outpatient care;
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Step 5 through 7

5. Keep track of the progress, check the completeness of the CJCP and update where 
necessary;

6. Round of personalization of the CJCP – describe observations and effectively initiated 
interventions;

7. Transfer the personalized CJCP to outpatient care or a follow-up department.
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Allow enough time for implementation

Pay sufficient attention to the usefulness and necessity of a CJCP, this provides more support 

Appoint ambassadors

Provide support from the electronic health record

Take care of physical products

Involve all disciplines

“Let the CJCP live” & celebrate successes!

Implementation tips and tricks 
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Inspiring experiences

• Looking at signals of crisis and related de-escalating interventions together changed 
the perception of the disorder for both patient and health care worker

• A patient who was very restless and agitated was actually able to express what de-
escalating interventions could help

• Recognizing and addressing signals of crisis made the health care workers become 
more aware of the crisis
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Quotes

“A CJCP ensures better conversations and a truly personal plan”

“Patients often know what works best, just like family. Sometimes it can prevent an incident”

“It is not such a big task as it seems”

“A patient thought he did not undertake much himself, but by drawing up the CJCP  he found out he 
did a lot himself anyway”

“It is not just an administrative matter; it can be lifesaving for the patient”
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Answering questions

?



(4) Practice
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“Draw up a personalized clinical joint crisis plan in subgroups. 
Get the signals from a self-introduced case for all various phases of crisis. 
Determine which interventions are appropriate, 
but also look at possible out-of-the-box interventions.”

You can use:
• Standard CJCP
• Overview of themes
• Empty personalized CJCP



(5) Discussion

How was it for you to draw up a CJCP? 

What out-of-the-box interventions have you used?

Do you use CJCPs in your own country and in what way?



(6) Conclusion



Thank you for joining our workshop!
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